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Introduction to DSL

DSL is a privately owned Oil & Gas Industry Construction

and Service, Supply of Positive and Productive Offshore/Site

Company providing a range of products and services to

Personnel, Safety of Our Operations, Speed of Response and

the Industry, Worldwide. These include, but are not limited

Flexibility. In support of this philosophy we have a strong

to Offshore Construction Services, Drilling Structures, Rig

and experienced management team with a wealth of

Upgrade & Refurbishment, General Fabrication and Supply

knowledge and experience that goes back over 30 years.

of Off Line Standbuilding Systems. The following pages
provides a comprehensive brief of our services to the Industry.

The Management System of the Company has achieved a
range of accredited approvals, registrations and licenses that

We constantly provide our services to our customers on a

both reflects the integrity of our business and serves to

Worldwide basis, the location of your rig or project is not a

provide you with the confidence that you are working with a

barrier to us supporting you on your project, as reflected in

vendor that can be trusted to deliver what your specification

our track record.

demands. Those collective approvals include API 4F and 8C,
ISO 9001:2000, API Q1, IRATA and OPITO.

The success of DSL is based on a strong work ethic and our
priority to retain and build on our relationships with our

Please visit our website www.derricksl.com to find out more

customers through Engineering Integrity, Quality of Product

about us.

ISO 9001
CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION NO.0486

License 4F-0106
License 8C-0091
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DSL Offshore Construction Services

As part of our core business activities DSL provides Operators

• OBM HVAC Upgrade-Integration

and Drilling Contractors with a wide range of construction

• Procure & Install Cuttings Re-injection System

services to cover most workscopes associated with Rig/Drilling

& Associated Piping

Package upgrades, refurbishment and repair.

• Electrical Design and Load Calculations for Platform

The Apache Forties Field in the North Sea represents a good

• Installation of Power Supplies, Cable Support

Power Supplies
example of the broad range of support that we provide to
our customers either on a Turnkey or individual workscopes.
On this project we have undertaken the Turnkey upgrade

& Switchboard Upgrades
• Upgrades for Installation of Varco & MH TD
Systems & Roughnecks

and refurbishment of the drilling packages and systems on
the four Platforms that are installed on this development.

The above mentioned of course illustrates the range

This support includes;

of assistance we can provide on your installation.

• Project Management
• Engineering & Detailed Design
• Fabrication
• Offshore Installation & Commissioning
The workscopes on this project have included the Design,
Manufacture and Installation of the following on the
four platforms;
• Structural Analysis & Verification of Derrick Capacity &
Refurb of same
• Design, Fabrication & Installation of Samson Barrier
• Supply & Installation of Third Mud Pumps
• Design, Procurre & Installation of Replacement Drag Chains
for Rig Skidding
• Design, Procure & Install Variable Frequency Drive System
• Design, Fabricate & Install Diverter Lines
• Conversion of Mud Return System to OBM
• Conversion of Brine Loading System
• Conversion of Mud Transfer System
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DSL Land Rig Refurbishment & Upgrade

Land Rig Refurbishments and Upgrades form a significant part
of our core business Worldwide. From Carrier Rigs to the
biggest Drilling Rigs we can provide you with a range of
services from complete overhaul, upgrade for new
equipment/capacity or refurbishment of individual pieces of
equipment, regardless of make, model or brand.

Some of the common upgrades that we undertake include;
• Refurbishment of Drilling Equipment
• Overhaul of complete Rig
• BOP Handling Solutions
• Modifications to increase Rig Capacity
• TD Upgrades
• Replacement Masts & Substructures

Most importantly we have the people with the knowledge,
background and experience to understand your requirements
or problems and provide you with qualified solutions to
enhance or repair your rig or equipment. This along with our

• Mud Systems & High Pressure Piping
• Rig Moving Systems
• Spare Parts
• Increased Rotary Mods

API registrations and licenses provides you with the assurance
that you are working with a competent and reliable company.
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1 A replacement substructure and
dollie assembly being fitted up
2 BOP test stumps, trolleys &
lifting collar
3 Substructure & rig moving dollies
before replacement
4 Raising the mast gets this rig
closer to going back to work
5 Replacement substructure & rig
moving dollies has this rig
looking as good as new
6 Mast dollies can be
manufactured by us for almost
any application or structure

Mast Refurbishment.
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7 An order for 20 BOP test stumps
for 7 1/16, 11” & 13-5/8 ready for
shipment to one of our Algerian
customers, Jan 2005.

DSL Fabrication

DSL undertakes a wide range of fabrications including drilling

Typical Fabrication Projects include;

structures and accessories, mud tanks, high and low pressure

• Drilling Derricks

pipe work, Subsea structures and components, to name a few.

• Masts & Substructures
• High & Low Pressure Piping

Our fabrication facilities are licensed to both API and ISO

• Subsea Structures & Components

9001; 2000 and these reflect our commitment to the high

• Rig Upgrade & Repair Kits

standard and quality of our fabricated products.

• Skidding Systems
• Drill Line Spoolers

With our in-house Engineering capability you have the option

• Deck Extensions

of either providing us with the drawings of the components

• Windwall Cladding

that you require to be fabricated or we can design and build

• Mud Systems

to your requirements.
You will always receive a comprehensive manufacturing data
book with your order to ensure that you have a complete
record of all the manufacturing details relevant to the order.
We are also used to responding quickly to customer
requirements for fast turnaround on urgent orders.
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DSL Engineering

DSL has a comprehensive in-house Engineering resource

Drilling Structures are of course part of our core business

covering a wide range of disciplines and workscope including

and you will find a wealth of experience applicable to the

Electrical, Mechanical and Structural Engineering, supported

design, modification, re-certification and validiation of new

by the latest design software. We have permanent

and used Drilling Structures, both onshore and offshore.

Engineering Teams in Aberdeen and Great Yarmouth that

We are constantly upgrading existing Derricks, Masts and

undertake workscopes covering the broad spectrum of

Substructures Worldwide for increased capacity, mobility

systems onboard an installation from power generation, mud

and/or the introduction of new equipment such as racking

systems, drilling structures, rig moving, to name a few.

systems etc.

Rig Upgrades and Refurbishment Projects constantly provide

For projects such as General Fabrication we can either

our Engineering Teams with the challenges to improve

design your requirements in-house or provide additional

operations or systems and it is the exposure to such projects

support to your own Engineering Teams on an ad hoc basis

that constantly increases our experience and ability to provide

for Engineering and/or Draughting support.

effective solutions for improvements you may wish to
implement on your rig.
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Thunder Horse
Dual Derrick

DSL Drilling Derricks & Masts & Substructures

The experience at DSL in the design and manufacture of

The range of Derricks and Masts we manufacture includes

Offshore Drilling Derricks and Masts stands as one of the best

but is not limited to;

in the Industry. Over 25 years of experience applicable to the

• Static Derricks (Jack Ups & Platforms)

design and manufacture of Dynamic & Static Derricks, Folding

• Dynamic Derricks

and Telescoping Masts of every size and capacity. All of this

• Dual Derricks

experience and expertise is at your disposal to design the

• Off Set Derricks

solution for your Drilling Rig.

• Cantilever Masts & Substructures
• Folding Masts

Unlike most Derrick Manufacturers these days we do not

• Telescoping Masts

subcontract the fabrication of our Derricks. We manufacture

• Bootstrap Masts

our own product therefore retaining control of the quality and
delivery of your Derrick or Mast & Substructure.

The above mentioned are designed and manufactured
in accordance with the operational requirements of

Our Engineering capacity and capability is one of the largest

your installation.

you will find for an independent company and we have
engineering resources located in Great Yarmouth and Aberdeen

One of the most prestigious examples of our experience and

to work with you on your requirements. When we are not

capability is represented on the BP Thunder Horse Project.

working on new builds we retain our Engineering capacity on

A dual activity Derrick which was designed and manufactured

the vast range of upgrade, refurbishment and recertification

during our time at MIL.

projects we carry out on existing structures and rigs.
A few other recent examples that reflects our broad range
Our experience, expertise and product knowledge is also

of experience includes the Maersk Innovator and Inspirer,

reflected in the accredited approvals and licenses that we have

the Shell Sakhalin II, BP Mad Dog, ENSCO 106 and the

achieved that are applicable to these structures including;

Glomar Explorer and Ocean Valiant.

API Q1
API 4F

All of these are high specification and harsh environment

API 8C

structures that best represents the quality and integrity that

ISO 9001:2000

you will find in a DSL Derrick or Mast.

Whatever type of structure you require DSL has the qualified
capability and capacity to provide you with a suitable solution
to your specification.
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DSL Masts & Substructures

DSL designs and manufactures a variety of Mast &
Substructure configurations. We can supply you with a
standard Cantilever design, Box on Box, Trailer Rig or
any other configuration that suites your requirements.
We can provide you with whatever capacity and/or
combination of loadings that you want from 500 through
to 3000 HP Rigs.
Location of course most often governs the rig design
and we can offer you a range of designs to suite your
location be it Fast Moving Desert Rig, Standard Land Rig
or Winterized Rig for extreme cold climates.
Rig Moving and Rig Skidding Systems can also be
incorporated into the design of your rig as well as any
other features that you may require such as Zero Discharge,
Pipe Handling etc.
We can also incorporate any equipment specification or
combination into our designs whether you require a
replacement Mast & Substructure for an existing rig or
are building a new rig. You will also find that we have
the capacity to undertake any interface engineering that
you may require for your rig and its equipment.

Fast Moving Desert Rig.
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DSL Manufacture of Drilling Structures

Unlike many other Derrick Manufacturers, DSL does not

Our skilled workforce produces a high quality product that is

subcontract the manufacture of its Derricks. Our Derricks are

further enhanced by the manufacturing data books and

built in our API registered facilities under our control by our

supporting information that is supplied with your new

workforce, thus ensuring that our reputation, quality

structure, giving you 100% integrity of your order from start

standards, and pride, which is reflected in both our design

to finish. Apart from our API licences, our ISO acreditation is

and the quality of our workmanship.

also awarded through API, thus ensuring a seamless quality
level across the various international standards.

DSL Derrick Upgrade Projects

In over 25 years of experience we have upgraded, modified,

Typical Projects that we undertake include;

repaired and inspected almost every type of structure that is

• Off Line Standbuilding Upgrades

out there, regardless of manufacturer or design. We normally

• Increased Hook Load Capacity

have several Derricks ongoing at any one time and complete

• Increased Setback Capacity

dozens in the course of a year, covering every element of

• TD Upgrades

the workscope from Structural Analysis through to Installation

• Derrick Extensions

of the materials applicable to the project, at any location in

• Derrick Windwall & Heat Sheild Cladding

the World.

• Replacement Guide Rails
• Replacement Racking Boards

Our in-house Engineering has accumulated many years of

• Derrick Modifications for Introduction of Pipe Handling

experience of upgrade workscopes allowing us to provide

• Derrick Lighting

fast, proven solutions to your requirements. Our API 4F and

• High & Low Pressure Piping

8C licences provide you with the assurance that we

• Casing Stabbing Boards

are qualified to undertake such workscopes. We have an

• Bolt Changes

extensive pool of Rig Builders and Site Construction Personnel

• Derrick Inspections

are very experienced and subject to training so as to provide
you with a safe and productive installation phase to your

Whatever you need done to your Derrick, we have

project, and as importantly, allows you to award the complete

the experience, qualifications, resources and locations

upgrade workscope to one contractor, therefore eliminating

to support your Project, safely and efficiently.

interfaces from your project, as well as avoiding the import of
unnecessary risk into your project.

Our involvement in such projects is part of our core
business and therefore makes up part of our day to
day activities, Worldwide.
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DSL Off Line Stand Building

DSL supplies Off Line Stand Building Systems for every type of

The DSL Off Line Stand Building Unit incorporates some

Drilling Derrick or Mast.

significant safety features, including;
• redundant automatic brakes

Our vertical pipe handling system increases rig performance/

• limit switches

productivity by allowing casing and/or drill pipe stand building

• overload protection

operations to continue whilst you are drilling ahead.

• emergency power-failure parking provisions
• continuous system control by the driller prevents hoist from

The unit is normally mounted approximately 110-120'-0

accidentally entering the well center zone

above the drill floor and presents the stand over well centre

• hoist is interlocked to prevent double-blocking

when complete. Standbuilding and presentation of a dual

• radio-controlled with manual backup controls (only one

casing stand at well centre is completed in a fraction of the
time that conventional stand building takes.

control can operate the crane at a time)
• numerous features designed for safe and economical
maintenance.

The Off Line Stand Building System also contributes to the
productive life span of the associated drilling equipment
through the reduced amount of connections to make up
during operations.
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Impact damage such
as this changes the
properties of the
material dictating
replacement

Racking Boards are
prime areas for damage
and fatigue to develop

Offshore Structures
Inspected Worldwide

Substructure Inspections and Repair

Serious
transportation
damage to Mast
Bottom Section

DSL Derrick Inspections, DROPS and Rig Surveys

FACT

Experience

DSL is qualified to carry out API Derrick Inspections.

With over 25 years experience of design, manufacture,
inspection, repair and upgrade of Drilling Structures you are

FACT

working with people that know what we are talking about.

Most of our "competitors" are not.
Qualifed Inspectors
So what sets us apart? Well here are a few pointers to look

Our Inspection Personnel are trained to Inspect Derricks on

for when you are considering having a Derrick or Mast and

our own training Derrick.

Substructure Inspection or Survey carried out;
OPITO certified Derrick Technicians
API 4F and API 8C Licenses

The OPITO certification for our Technicians also ensures that

These licenses provide you with the assurance that API has

you are working with the safest company in the Industry for

confirmed our knowledge, expertise, ability and infrastructure

Drilling Structure related activities.

relevant to products such as Derricks, Masts & Substructures,
Crown Blocks etc.

The Safety of your Drill Crews can be dependant upon a
competent Derrick Inspection. Make sure that you use a

This gives you the assurance that you are engaging a

qualified company to protect them.

proffesional company to inspect your structure, that has the
ability to identify actual or potential issues, that others may

Technical Support

overlook. You therefore reduce the imported risk into your

If you have any concerns regarding your derrick or mast

operation of using an unqualified vendor.

and substructure please feel free to send your questions
to derricksupport@derricksl.com

Qualified In-house Engineering Experienced in
Drilling Structures
Our in-house Engineering capacity is of course experienced in
the design of new structures and the upgrade and repair of
existing structures. This Engineering capacity is critical to
supporting our Inspection Personnel in the field by providing
them with qualified guidance on any area of concern,
remedial action and/or repairs, to ensure that you can
continue to operate your rig to its operational capacity.

ISO 9001
CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION NO.0486

License 4F-0106
License 8C-0091
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DSL Derrick Assembly & Outfitting

DSL rig building crews are regularly involved in the erection

commencing a job to ensure that you are fully aware of

and outfitting of derricks for new build projects - we have

what we are going to be doing and how we are going

been undertaking this type of work since 1980. Our many

to do it. This ensures that you do not encounter any nasty

years of experience provides you with the assurance that we

surprises relating to budget, planning or safety at any

can undertake every element of the assembly project from

stage of the Derrick assembly. The fact that all our rig

basic steelwork through to installation of equipment and

builders are full time employees of the company gives

stringing up of the travelling equipment. Whether your

you the assurance that they have been subjected to our

structure is a static platform, a Jack Up Derrick or a massive

training and competency assessment procedures, therefore

Dual Derrick you will find that we have undertaken the

providing you with the safe knowledge we are not going

assembly and outfitting of every type of structure in

to compromise your own standards of HSE in any way.

the industry.
If necessary, our in-house engineering department is
The planning and preparation we apply to such a project

experienced with planning lift sequences, installation plans

before we start work gives you the assurance that you know

and engineering and design of installation aids so as to

the schedule we are working to, and the procedures and

ensure that the integrity of the structure is not compromised

method statements etc. applicable to that project. In fact

at any stage.

we provide you with a comprehensive work pack prior to

21
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DSL Drilling Equipment Refurbishment

DSL undertake the refurbishment and repair of Drilling
Equipment for our customers in our facilities in the UK.
We also provide Mechanics and Engineers to assist you
with similar workscopes both offshore and on land rig
locations around the World.
We also buy and refurbish equipment and land rigs for
resale and/or for installation on rebuild Land Rigs.
Typical Equipment Refurbishment includes;
• Draw Works
• Mud Pumps
• Rotary Tables
• Top Drives
• Crown Blocks
• Travel Blocks
• Carrier Rigs
• Trailer Rigs
• Drilling Rigs
The standards that we apply to equipment refurbishment
are the highest you would expect and all of our work is
fully documented so as to provide you with a complete
history and certification package for the work that you
have done.
We can also source/procure equipment and/or spares on
your behalf to any location of your choice.
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DSL Rig Building Crews - Setting the Standard

Our rig building crews are some of the most experienced,

the rig builders we supply to you are simply the best trained

productive and safety conscious that you will find in the

in the industry. This provides us with the safe knowledge that

industry. Many of us have worked together for a number of

we are doing everything possible to protect and enhance the

years, accumulating experience on every type of workscope

safety of our people, whilst giving you the confidence to

associated with drilling structures, including;

know that the people we supply to you know exactly what

• Derrick assembly & outfitting

they are doing, and are doing it safely.

• Derrick decommissioning
• Floating ginpole operations

Productivity of course is also essential as we are often working

• Crown removal/reinstallation

between drilling programs or contracts. The key to our

• Replacement guide tracks

productivity is that our people are full time employees of the

• Derrick extensions

company. They are not simply picked up and dropped as and

• Installation of racking & hoisting systems

when required. This allows us to invest in our people allowing
our staff to focus on getting the job done rather than

Safety of our rig building operations is paramount and is not

worrying about where their next job is coming from. However,

hollow sales talk. At DSL you will find that our commitment

continued employment is only sustained through continuation

to providing the safest possible site personnel in the industry,

of contracts. We achieve this through our customers

can at best only be equalled. We have undertaken a

recognising that our pro-active approach to enhancing our

comprehensive program of internal and external training and

standards, provides material benefits including the elimination

competency assessment, regardless of the experience of our

of risk when you choose us to assist you.

people, so we can confirm and provide tangible evidence that
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DSL Rope Access Services

CONSTRUCTION ORIENTATED, DIVERSIFIED WORKFORCE

The fact that we also have our own in-house engineering and

& ISO ACCREDITED.

fabrication capability, as well as being an ISO 9001 accredited
company, provides you with the comfort and knowledge that

DSL, as an IRATA approved company, provides rope access

we are not simply a labour supply outfit but that we are

technicians for both offshore and onshore requirements,

heavily involved in a variety of construction related activities.

worldwide.
Our experience and knowledge can, and is used to both
DSL rope access personnel stand out from most of our

understand and support your requirements.

competitors in that many of our personnel are also trades

• Dropped Object Surveys

personnel such as Rope Access Welders, Rope Access

• Derrick Inspections

Electricians, Rope Access Platers and Rope Access Riggers, not

• Structural Inspections

to mention Inspection Personnel.

• Pipework Installation
• Electrical Installations

This in turn enables us to support a diverse range of customer

• Offshore Rigging Activities

requirements from simple rigging exercises, inspection
activities, through to electrical and piping workscopes, as well
as the assembly and/or dismantling of structures such as
drilling derricks or any other steel erection activity.
We maintain a rope access workforce of approximately 60
personnel throughout the year, with additional personnel
taken during peak periods.
Due to the significant amount of work that we do on mobile
drilling units our personnel understand and appreciate the
need to get workscopes completed on time and of course
safely.
Our Rope Access Services are supported by our comprehensive
Safety Management System that ensures every element of our
operations is conducted in a controlled environment so as to
afford our personnel, (and your project), with the minimum of
risk in their work, and this is reflected in our safety record.
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DSL Safety

DSL operates a comprehensive safety management
system that applies to every aspect of its business activities.
This system complies with HSE 65 (G) and comprises
of 5 core elements. The system is subject to continual
enhancement based on feedback from our people, change
in legislation and refinement of procedures.
As well as ensuring that the safety of all our personnel
remains paramount we have put particular emphasis on
our Derrick/rig builders to ensure that all DSL rig builders
are the most well trained and safest the industry has to offer.
We remain determined that no one in our employment
should suffer injury if we can avoid it in any way possible.
In the achievement of this we have implemented a training
and competency system for our rig builders regardless of
experience, which by far excels anything that anyone has
attempted in our industry before. Therefore not only are
the people we provide some of the most productive in the
industry, they are probably the safest and most well trained
available to you today.
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DSL Derrick & Land Rig Accessories - Spares

From our facilities in the UK we are constantly building
replacement accessories for our customers, these typically
include;
• Guide Rails (Travel Equipment)

• Derrick Members (Girts & Braces)

• BOP Test Stumps

• Mast Dollies

• Racking Boards

• Mast Raising Lines

• BOP Handling

• Standpipe Manifolds

• Tubing Boards

• Rig Skidding

• Trolley Beams

• Ventlines

• Casing Stabbing Boards

• Rig Moving

• Bolts

• Lighting Systems

• Mud & Cement Standpipes

• Windwalls

• Pins

• CCTV

• Crown Blocks & Sheaves

• Drill Line Spoolers

• Mud Pits

• Hydraulic Cylinders

• Ladders & Platforms

• Rig Spares

• Raising Sheaves

DSL Casing Stabbing Boards

The DSL casing stabbing board represents one of the safest
designs available to you today. The functioning principle of
the unit has remained the same whilst we have built many
variations of this design for every type of structure in the
industry from lightweight work over rigs, through to massive
dynamic derricks. This board provides a safe haven for the
operator and folds back out of the way to maximise derrick
space and eliminate the possibility of damage to the board
when not in use.
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DSL Decommissioning

What goes up must come down, SAFELY.

As and when required, our in-house engineering department
can evaluate and calculate the status of the structure so as to

We have extensive experience in the removal of drilling

make sure that no single stage of the decommissioning

derricks from platform installations and mobiles, mostly

process creates any risk.

utilising the “floating ginpole” equipment.
Our experience of decommissioning projects includes;
Again this type of work is carried out by our rig building

• BG Rough Storage

crews, however, there is usually a significant amount of work

• Thistle Platform N. Sea

that goes into the planning, risk assessment and project

• Claymore Platform N. Sea

specific procedures/method statements before removal takes

• East Zeit Red Sea

place. This ensures that the decommissioning is carried out

• Total Alwyn N. Sea

in an entirely safe and controlled environment.

• Vega A. Mediterranian
• Shelf VII Caspian

Of course it is also important to ensure that the integrity of
the structure is maintained at all times during the dismantling
of a Derrick, especially if there is the chance of adverse
weather conditions during any part of the process.
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Derrick Erection & Outfitting
Derrick Decommissioning
Inspection
Track Alignment
Dropped Object Surveys
Replacement Parts
Guide Tracks
Racking Boards
Crown Blocks/Sheaves
Standpipes/Manifolds
Bolts
Casing Stabbing Boards
Ladders & Platforms
Lighting Systems
Engineering & Project Management
Masts & Substructures
Land Rig Survey, Structural, Electrical and Mechanical
Rig Upgrades
Zero Discharge
Mud Tanks
Bulk Handling
Skidding Frames
BOP Trolleys
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